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Abstract:  The stochastic tree is a recently introduced generalization of the decision tree

which allows the explicit depiction of temporal uncertainty, while still employing the

familiar rollback procedure for decision trees.  We offer in this paper an introduction to

stochastic tree modeling and techniques involved in their application to medical treatment

decisions.  We also describe an application of these tools to the analysis of the decision to

undergo a total hip replacement from the perspectives of an individual patient (via utility

analysis) and of society (via cost-effectiveness analysis).
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Should a patient elect to undergo surgery or to be managed medically?  Should a

managed care company put a drug on its list of approved medications?  What medical

programs or procedures should governmental agencies reimburse?  Individuals and

institutions face medical treatment decision problems from a variety of perspectives.  Such

problems can involve serious health consequences that may extend many years into a

patient’s future.  What measures are most germane to help make these decisions depend

on the perspective and time horizon in question.  For example, the decision an individual

patient faces when covered by insurance is driven by the medical treatment that best

accommodates the patient’s attitudes about risk and quality of life over the rest of his or

her lifetime.  The decisions a managed care company confronts are driven by costs over a

finite (less than three years) time horizon.  Government decisions at the societal level need

to incorporate both the costs and the effectiveness of the medical treatment or program

over the lifetime of the patient.  A number of approaches and techniques exist for

assessing the effectiveness of interventions, medications and programs. Randomized

controlled clinical trials and epidemiologic studies involve the collection and analysis of

primary data.  Meta-analytic approaches synthesize information from multiple studies.

However, the time horizons appropriate for medical decisions frequently extend beyond

the available data.  When this is the case, model-based analyses are appropriate.  In its

recent recommendations, the Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine

convened by the U.S. Public Health Service explicitly states, “Where direct primary or

secondary empirical evaluation of effectiveness is not possible, the use of modeling to

estimate effectiveness is a valid mode of scientific inquiry”  [Gold et al., p. 168].
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Researchers have performed a number of stochastic analyses of medical decisions (for

example, Mooney [1990]; Pauker [1976]; Ransohoff et al. [1983]; Roach et al. [1988];

Sonnenberg [1985]).  The type of stochastic model nearly all have used in these analyses is

the discrete-time Markov chain, in which time is treated as a sequence of successive

epochs (months, days, or years) during which the state of the system remains fixed.  The

state may change only at the end of an epoch.  By contrast, a continuous-time Markov

chain treats time as a continuum, and jumps from one state to another may occur at any

instant (see, for example, Cinlar [1982], Ross [1970]).  While continuous-time Markov

chains lend themselves well conceptually to modeling medical treatment decisions, they

have not been used extensively.

For medical analyses, the most commonly used method for the formulation and

display of discrete-time Markov chains is the Markov cycle tree developed by Hollenberg

[1984].  Hazen [1992] introduced a continuous-time analog of the Markov-cycle tree, the

stochastic tree, which combines features of decision trees [Raiffa 1968] and stochastic-

process transition diagrams.  Stochastic tree diagrams not only can depict continuously

distributed temporal uncertainties, but, like decision trees, can be rolled back to determine

optimal decisions.  This rollback procedure is an instance of the method of successive

approximations from stochastic dynamic programming (Denardo [1982], Ross [1970]).  It

can be applied not only for risk-neutral objective functions, such as mean quality adjusted

lifetime [Hazen 1992], but also for the calculation of expected utility [Hazen and Pellissier

[1996].

One of the first applications of stochastic tree modeling in medical decision making

was an investigation of total hip replacement surgery for patients with severe osteoarthritis
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(OA) of the hip.   An estimated 120,000 hip replacements are performed per year in North

America [Harris and Sledge 1990].  This decision is interesting from a number of points of

view.  Although total hip replacement surgery (total hip arthroplasty, THA) is the most

successful procedure for patients with advanced arthritis of the hip, the treatment decision

for an individual patient with this condition can be difficult.  While the surgery offers the

potential of increased quality of life, it carries additional risk of mortality and morbidity.

From a societal perspective, given the increasing incidence of severe osteoarthritis of the

hip, the growing demand for THA, and the high costs associated with the procedure, there

is concern that a larger share of health care resources will be spent on THA in the future.

Rising costs and attempts to improve the efficiency of health care delivery have stimulated

the need for analyses that objectively examine the trade-offs between therapeutic benefits

and expenditures.  If the economic consequences of surgical interventions are included,

procedures such as THA are particularly vulnerable to scrutiny for several reasons.  First,

it is an elective procedure.  Second, its target population is largely geriatric.  Third, it is an

expensive, high-technology procedure.  Finally, in terms of short-term costs alone, medical

management would appear to represent a less expensive treatment alternative for OA of

the hip.  This raises the following question from a societal as well as a policy-making

perspective:  “How cost-effective is THA compared to continued medical management?”

Our purpose in this paper is to introduce stochastic trees and discuss techniques

(factoring, Coxian background mortality, risk-sensitive preferences, continuous-risk utility

assessment) involved in their application to medical treatment decisions.  We will illustrate

how these tools have been applied to analyze the decision to undergo a total hip
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replacement from the perspectives of an individual patient (via utility analysis) and of

society (via cost-effectiveness analysis).

Stochastic Trees

In its simplest and most useful form, a stochastic tree is a transition diagram for a

continuous-time Markov chain, unfolded into a tree structure.  Researchers have used

stochastic trees as modeling tools to analyze medical treatment decisions [Chang, Pellissier

& Hazen 1996; Gottlob et al. 1995; Hazen 1992; Hazen 1993].

Figure 1 shows a simplified stochastic tree model of nonsurgical treatment of

transient ischemic attacks, motivated by Matchar and Pauker [1986]. Wavy arrows are

labeled with rates, and signify transitions that take time to accomplish. We call nodes from

which wavy arrows emanate stochastic nodes.  Straight arrows are labeled with

probabilities, and signify immediate transitions. Nodes from which straight arrows emanate

play the same role as chance nodes in a decision tree. Hazen (1992) presents a complete

stochastic tree representation of the Matchar and Pauker model. Hazen and Pellissier

(1993) discuss equivalent representations for stochastic trees and methods to simplify their

structure.
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Figure 1: Stochastic tree model for nonsurgical treatment of transient ischemic

attacks. The nodes represent states (Well, Stroke, Post Stroke), and the arrows

represent transitions between states.  The Dead state does not explicitly appear,

being modeled by termination of the process.

One popular measure of treatment efficacy used in the medical decision making

literature is mean quality-adjusted duration [Weinstein et al. 1980].  This measure is

calculated by weighting the average duration spent in each particular health state by a

quality rate proportional to the desirability of that state.  Typically the Well state is

assigned a quality factor of 1, the dead state 0, and other states intermediate values.  The

result for each treatment is a duration which, if spent entirely in the Well state, would be

equivalent to receiving the treatment and all its consequences.  Mean quality-adjusted

duration has seen widespread application.  For example, Weinstein and Stason [1976]

model hypertension treatment; Beck and Pauker [1981] examine anticoagulation therapy;

Hillner, Hollenberg and Pauker [1986] investigate estrogen for the prevention of

osteoporosis; Plante, Piccirillo and Sofferman [1987] model cancer treatment; Mooney,

Mushlin and Phelps [1990] study magnetic resonance imaging for multiple sclerosis.

A further advantage of the stochastic tree model is that it allows the recursive

computation of mean quality-adjusted duration by rolling back the stochastic tree [Hazen
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1992], much as one would roll back a decision tree.  We describe this process in an

appendix.

Factored Trees

Quite often, a complex medical situation can be thought of as several health

processes unfolding in parallel.  For example, the stochastic tree of Figure 1 can be viewed

as two simultaneous processes, one consisting of background mortality and the other,

stroke and its consequences.  We can depict these two processes as separate stochastic

trees, as is shown in Figure 2:  We say we have factored the original tree into a

background mortality factor and a stroke factor.  We can recover the original stochastic

tree by forming the Cartesian product of the states in the background mortality factor with

the states in the stroke factor, with each product state inheriting all transitions out of the

factor states that compose it.

Background
mortality 1 µ0

Stroke λs

Well

Stroke

Post
stroke

pe

1 - pe

Figure 2:  The stochastic tree model of Figure 1 contains a background mortality

process and in parallel, a stroke process.  In the factored stochastic tree shown here,

we depict these processes separately.
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This factoring approach facilitates modeling by allowing the modeler to focus

separately on different problem aspects and refine or modify them as required.  For

example, the assumption of exponentially distributed human lifetime depicted in the simple

background mortality factor above is usually unacceptable.  A background mortality factor

that more accurately depicts human lifetime distributions is the Coxian model [Cox 1955]

shown in Figure 3.  The combination of this Coxian mortality factor with the original

stroke factor is an improved model of disabling stroke.

1 32
µ1 µ2 µ3

λ1 λ2

Figure 3: The Coxian model offers a more detailed look at human lifetime.  Here the

individual may be thought of as proceeding through three life stages, each with a

different mortality rate.  The parameters and the number of stages can be chosen so

as to very accurately approximate human survival distributions.

In this model, the risk of stroke is assumed to be independent of the background

risk of mortality.  In general, this needn’t be the case, that is, the stroke likelihood may be

a function of the Coxian stage.  For example, life-threatening risks, such as diet or

smoking, also affect the stroke risk.  Such a situation might be modeled by letting the

stroke rate λs be higher for later, less healthy Coxian stages.

It is much easier to construct the two factors separately rather than to attempt to

directly construct their Cartesian product.  For the stroke model, this Cartesian product is

shown in Figure 4.  It is the product tree on which rollback operations must occur, but the
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modeler can employ implicit rollback methods [Hazen 1992, Hazen 1993] to achieve

rollback without ever graphically formulating the product tree.  Stochastic tree software is

now available [Hazen 1997] for formulating and solving factored stochastic trees, and may

be obtained by request from the authors.
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Figure 4: The state descriptors of the product tree indicate the stroke factor state

and the stage of the Coxian mortality factor.  For example, a patient in Post Stroke 2

is in the second Coxian life stage and the Post Stroke state.  The patient can enter

Post Stroke 2 by being in the Post Stroke 1 state and having the mortality factor

advance to stage 2, or by surviving a stroke that occurs in stage 2.

The factor approach facilitates model formulation by decreasing the chance of

modeling errors and improves model presentation by allowing a simpler and more easily

grasped display.  Multifactor trees arise naturally.  For example, Hazen [1993] formulates

the Tsevat et al. [1986] model of warfarin treatment for cardiomyopathy into a stochastic
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tree having factors representing background mortality, systemic embolism, pulmonary

embolism, systemic hemorrhage, and anticoagulant status.

Utility Functions Over Stochastic Trees

Stochastic tree rollback is possible for risk-sensitive as well as for risk-neutral

preferences.  Hazen and Pellissier (1996) present von Neumann-Morgenstern utility

functions over stochastic trees that allow convenient rollback.  One such utility function is

a risk-sensitive extension of quality-adjusted duration that allows distinct constant

coefficients of risk aversion across health states.  We discuss this utility function and a

method for rollback in an appendix.

Continuous-Risk Utility Assessment

Continuous-risk utility assessment protocols differ from standard preference

assessment protocols by offering choices between alternatives in which risks are present in

continuous time.  For medical applications, continuous-risk utility assessment scenarios

are both more realistic and more familiar than other simpler but more artificial standard

gamble approaches.

To understand how continuous-risk utility assessment works, consider the scenario

in Figure 5, used to assess a subject’s risk attitude about future time spent in the American

College of Rheumatology (ACR) functional class IV (incapacitated) for osteoarthritis of

the hip.  Here the subject is asked to specify what compensating immediate mortality risk

p she is willing to incur to decrease her mortality rate from the high rate µ1 to a lower rate

µ0.  The subject’s response determines her coefficient of risk aversion for health state

ACR IV.
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Figure 5: In this continuous-risk assessment scenario, a patient must specify what

chance p at immediate death he is willing to tolerate to improve her subsequent

mortality rate from µµ1 to µµ0.

Medical personnel present continuous-risk assessment scenarios to patients using

graphs of survival curves.  For example, when µ0 = 0.04386/yr,  µ1 = 2µ0 = 0.08772/yr,

and p = .18, the choice is between the survival curves S0 and S1 in Figure 6.  Indifference

would indicate the subject is willing in this case to take an 18% chance at immediate death

in order to cut her ongoing mortality rate in half.  The value of p that should be chosen if

the patient is concerned with only average lifetime is p = p0 = 0.50.  The indifference

probability (p=0.18) for this hypothetical subject is less than the risk neutral probability

(p=0.50), indicating that she is risk averse.
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Figure 6:  Medical personnel present a continuous-risk assessment scenario to

patients using a survival curve representation such as this.  By manipulating the

initial mortality risk, a patient can move the dashed curve vertically until she is

indifferent between the two curves.

Hazen, Hopp and Pellissier [1991] and Pellissier and Hazen [1994] performed

continuous-risk assessments using an interactive computer program written in Pascal.  It

featured graphical and tabular displays of the survival curves corresponding to both

options.  Subjects could interactively manipulate the probability p of immediate mortality

and view the corresponding changes in survival curve, until they reached an indifference

value of p.  Subjects do successfully respond to the seemingly more challenging

continuous-risk questions and in fact react favorably to the aspects of realism and

familiarity present in such scenarios [Pellissier and Hazen 1994].
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Risk Attitude and Individual Treatment Choice

We illustrate continuous-risk utility assessment and stochastic tree rollback

through the following (simplified) hypothetical version of the total hip replacement

decision faced by an individual patient.  A 60-year-old woman at the time of decision

occupies functional class III (limited capabilities).  Without surgery, she will progress to

class IV (disabled) at rate λ = 0.0249/yr (Figure 7).  With surgery, she will be returned

permanently to functional class I (healthy), unless there are fatal surgical complications.

These occur with probability 25%.  Her age and gender specific mortality rate due to other

causes is µ0 = 0.04386/yr.

Conservative treatment Surgery

.75

.25

vs

IV
I

µ0

µ0

λ
µ0

III

Figure 7: A hypothetical choice between conservative treatment and surgery is

depicted by a pair of stochastic trees.

Let the lifetime valuation of a health state be the expected utility of a lifetime occupancy

of that state, assuming mortality rate µ0.  We can assess lifetime valuations using

continuous risk utility assessment.  We can arbitrarily set the lifetime valuation of ACR

functional class I to 1.0.  Suppose this woman assigns lifetime valuations 0.92 and 0.30 to

the ACR functional classes III and IV.  Should the woman be risk neutral in all states, then
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rollback formulas can be applied to yield overall expected utilities (equal to mean quality-

adjusted durations, due to risk neutrality).  The results are

Uconserv = 15.857 yr.

Usurg = 17.100 yr.

giving a year-and-a-quarter advantage to the surgical option.  On the other hand, should

the woman be risk averse with identical coefficients of risk aversion 0.156 for all states,

then rollback gives

Uconserv = .8513 CEconserv = 7.002 yr.

Usurg = .7500 CEsurg = 5.645 yr.

Here CEconserv and CEsurg are certainty equivalent lifetimes in the healthy class I.  For

example, the utility of 7.002 years spent in class I is equal to 0.8513, the expected utility

of the conservative strategy.  Therefore the certainty equivalent lifetime of the

conservative strategy is CEconserv = 7.002 years.  This is a 1.4 year advantage over the

5.645 year certainty equivalent lifetime of the surgical strategy.  Under risk neutrality,

certainty-equivalent lifetime and mean quality-adjusted duration coincide.  In this

hypothetical example, the change from risk neutrality to risk aversion results in a switch

from the more risky surgical strategy to the safer conservative strategy.

The coefficients of risk aversion 0.156 for health states I,III,IV correspond to a

compensating immediate mortality risk p = 0.18 in the continuous-risk assessment scenario

of Figures 5 and 6.  The effect of risk attitude on treatment decision can be captured by

graphing the certainty-equivalent lifetimes of the competing strategies against the assessed

compensating immediate mortality risk p, as is done in Figure 8.  A value of p = 0.40

would result in a tossup between the conservative and surgical treatments.
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Figure 8: A graph of certainty-equivalent lifetime (years) versus assessed

compensating immediate mortality risk p reveals that the hypothetical

patient prefers surgery if she selected a compensating immediate mortality

risk less than 0.40, and prefers conservative treatment if her compensating

risk exceeds 0.40.  A risk-neutral individual (one concerned only with average

lifetime) would have compensating immediate mortality risk 0.50.

The Total Hip Replacement Decision

We have developed stochastic tree models for the hip replacement decision

problem.  These models were constructed in collaboration with Rowland Chang of

Northwestern University Hospital (Chang, Pellissier and Hazen 1996).

We chose functional outcome as the primary measure of effectiveness for total hip

arthroplasty (THA).  For modeling purposes, we adapted the four-state American College

of Rheumatology (ACR) functional status classification for use in OA of the hip

[Steinbroker et al. 1949]:
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CLASS I: Complete ability to carry on all usual duties without handicaps.

CLASS II: Adequate for normal activities despite handicap of discomfort or

limited motion in one or more joints.

CLASS III: Limited only to little or none of duties of usual occupation or self care.

CLASS IV: Incapacitated, largely or wholly bedridden or confined to wheelchair;

little or no self care.

A candidate for a total hip replacement is typically in functional class III.

Our stochastic tree models incorporate the best surgical probability and failure rate

information available from the medical literature.  When published data are highly

disparate, we used the values that most biased against surgery.  Chang, Pellissier and

Hazen [1996] discuss the data and assumptions that underlie this model.

Conservative Treatment versus Hip Replacement Surgery

The alternative to surgery on an arthritic hip is conservative management, which

seeks to reduce the pain and discomfort associated with deterioration in the patient’s

functional abilities.  Because osteoarthritis of the hip is a degenerative disease, such

deterioration is inevitable and can only be interrupted by death.  Figure 9 is a stochastic

tree factor depicting the consequences of the conservative treatment.  From results

reported by van Saase [1989], we estimated the constant yearly rate λ of natural

progression of OA of the hip from ACR functional class III to class IV to be λ = 0.0249.

To complete the model, we include a Coxian background mortality factor.  The full tree is

the Cartesian product of these two factors.
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λ
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Figure 9: In our conservative treatment factor for osteoarthritis of the hip, a patient

moves from functional class III to functional class IV at a rate of λλ = 0.0249

occurrences per year.

In THA, the surgeon removes the arthritic joint and replaces the joint with a

prosthesis.  Although THA entails far more uncertainty than conservative management,

the potential rewards in terms of restored functional capabilities are great.  A successful

THA will nearly restore a patient's full function.  However, an unsuccessful operation can

result in such dire consequences as insidious infection or death.

Uncertainty exists even when an operation has been successful.  The presence of

infection might cause the prosthesis to fail over time (septic failure).  The prosthesis might

fail for a variety of other reasons such as mechanical loosening, prosthesis breakage or

dislocation (aseptic failure). In the event of any of these failures, a revision surgery is

necessary.

The risks involved in revision surgeries are typically greater than those in primary

THA surgery, and successful outcomes are less likely.  Also, a successful revision surgery

will not result in the same magnitude of functional well-being as a successful primary

surgery.  Given the results of a revision, the same process of joint and prosthesis

deterioration can again force a need for further revision.  The outcome probabilities in

revision surgeries are dependent on a patient's previous history.  Particularly important is

whether a patient has ever experienced an infection.  At some point, a patient's existing

bone stock and the condition of his or her hip does not allow for further revision.  In our
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model, we assumed no patient would receive more than three revisions.  Figure 10 shows

the surgery factor, depicting primary THA, possible aseptic and infection revision

surgeries, and associated outcomes.  The full surgery model is the Cartesian product of the

surgery factor with a Coxian background mortality factor.  Table 1 summarizes the

outcome probabilities associated with primary surgery, aseptic revisions and infection

revisions.  Table 2 shows yearly revision rates following surgeries.

ACR Class Outcomes

Surgery
Initial

ACR Class I II III IV
Surgical
Mortality

Initial THAa III 0.6925 0.2430 0.0600 0 0.0050
Aseptic

Revision 1b

(no septic history)
III 0 0.7015 0.2865 0 0.0120

Revision 1b

(septic history)
IV 0 0 0.7015 0.2865 0.0120

Revision 2c

(no septic history)
III 0 0.6363 0.3517 0 0.0120

Revision 2c

(septic history
IV 0 0 0.6363 0.3517 0.0120

Revision 3c

(no septic history)
III 0 0.8477 0.1403 0 0.0120

Infection Revisiond IV 0 0 0.7692 0.2115 0.0193

a Derived from Kavanagh et al. (1989) and the Orthopedic Knowledge Update IV (1992)
b Derived from Kavanagh and Fitzgerald (1985)
cDerived from Kavanagh and Fitzdgerald (1987)
d Sanzen et al. (1988)

Table 1: In total hip arthroplasty (THA), functional class following surgery depends
on current functional class and the number of previous surgeries.

.
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Figure 10: This stochastic factor describes patient prognosis following primary THA surgery.  A patient begins at the primary
surgery node in the lower left corner and over time will move rightward and upward until death occurs or functional class IV
is reached.
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Surgery

Aseptic
Failure Rate

Infection
Failure Rate

Initial THA 0.01 0.002

Aseptic revision 1 0.04 0.02

Aseptic revision 2 0.05 0.035

Aseptic revision 3 0.10 0.05

Infection revision 1 0.04 0.02

Infection revision 2 0.05 0.035

Infection revision 3 0.10 0.05

Table 2:  Annual prosthesis failure rates depend on the identity (aseptic or infection)

and number (initial, first, second, third) of the most recent surgery.  Data was

obtained from Chang, Pellissier and Hazen (1996).

Analysis of Individual THA Decisions

Pellissier and Hazen [1994] elicited preferences and risk attitudes over functional

outcome.  The subjects in their study exhibited a wide range of preferences and risk

attitudes:  Risk-seeking behavior, various levels of risk aversion and disparate preferences

over functional status.  Based on expected utility analysis, 44 of 45 subjects preferred the

total hip replacement surgery.  This preference proved to be quite robust over variations in

value trade-offs, risk attitudes, and model parameters.  Responses and model parameters

would need to change by orders of magnitude to reverse this treatment recommendation

[Pellissier et al., 1996].
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Here, for example, is a representative case in which a risk-neutral 60 year-old

white woman with advanced osteoarthritis of the hip is considering a total hip

replacement.  Her preferences over the ACR classes of functional well-being are

v(I) = 1 v(II) = 0.8 v(III) = 0.5 v(IV) = 0.3.

The results of expected utility analysis suggest that this patient should prefer surgery to no

surgery.  The THA alternative provides 19.84 mean quality adjusted life years while the

No THA alternative provides 9.76.  The expected times spent in each of the functional

classes for both the THA and No THA treatment options appear in Table 3.

Class I Class II Class III Class IV
No THA 0 0 14.88 7.73
THA 13.27 7.13 1.38 0.60

Table 3: For a 60 year old white female initially in functional class III, the expected

time spent in each functional class shows a clear benefit for surgery (THA).

If we assume her risk attitude is the same over all health states, then given this

woman's valuations of the functional classes, no change in risk attitude would switch the

treatment recommendation from surgery to nonsurgery.  Figure 11 shows the relationship

between compensating immediate mortality risk p as a measure of risk attitude and the

certainty equivalent lifetimes of THA and conservative treatment.  Similarly, the surgical

recommendation remains optimal for virtually all quality rates satisfying v(I) ≥ v(II) ≥

v(III) ≥ v(IV).

The surgical recommendation for this woman is also insensitive to variation of the

rates and probabilities in the model.  For example, the rate of deterioration from class III
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to class IV without surgery could drop from its base level 0.0249 per year to zero without

affecting the decision.  An increase of over 65 times the surgical mortality risk is required

for the treatment recommendation to change.  Increases in all prosthesis failure rates (due

to both aseptic and septic causes) by a factor of 9.59 are required before the surgical

recommendation becomes suboptimal.
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Figure 11: A graph of certainty equivalent (CE) lifetimes versus compensating

immediate mortality risk indicates that a patient should prefer hip surgery (THA)

over conservative therapy (Conserv) regardless of risk attitude.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Chang, Pellissier and Hazen [1996] have used the THA stochastic-tree models to

examine the cost-effectiveness of THA surgery.  They perform cost rollback of the trees is

performed by letting the parameter v(x) assume the role of cost rate (such as for
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medications and home care) assigned to functional class x and treating surgical and

immediate rehabilitation costs as tolls.  We obtained cost figures from Northwestern

Memorial Hospital data (Table 4).

We did separate analyses were done for women and men in each of four age

categories: 60, 70, 80, and 85 and older.  For each of these eight categories, we

considered a base case using the best-estimate values for probabilities, rates, utilities, costs

and discount rate.  In addition, we did worst-case analyses to assess the sensitivity of the

cost-effectiveness ratios given the uncertainty of the base-case probability and rate

estimates.  They provide a conservative boundary to the estimates of the age-and gender-

specific THA cost-effectiveness ratios.

Base-case cost-effectiveness analysis results for a 60-year-old white female

indicate that THA is cost saving over her expected lifetime.  With both costs and utilities

discounted at 3%, THA provided 13.7 QALYs versus 6.82 QALYs for the nonoperative

No THA Primary THA Revision
Hospital cost per case $0 $17,000 $20,000

Physician reimbursement per
case

$0 $5,000 $5,000

Rehabilitation cost per case
$0 $3,000 $3,000

Medical costs per year for
ACR class III and IV $775 $775 $775

Custodial care costs per year
for ACR class IV

$35,000

Table 4: The costs associated with the total hip arthroplasty (THA) decision were

obtained from Northwestern Memorial Hospital
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strategy.  The expected lifetime costs of the operative and the nonoperative strategies

were $47,649 and $165,440 respectively (in 1991 US dollars). THA is therefore cost-

beneficial — it both increases quality and reduces cost.  This result is due to the high

immediate cost of THA surgery being offset by higher expected costs from custodial care

(in class IV) if the arthritis progresses.  We found the highest cost-effectiveness ratios for

men aged 85 and older.  For this group, THA provided 4.16 QALYs versus 2.16 QALYs

for the nonoperative strategy.  The expected lifetime costs of the operative and the

nonoperative strategies respectively were $30,580 and $21,432  resulting in a marginal

cost per QALY gained of $4,575.  The worst-case model for 60 year-old white women

projects that THA is not cost-saving and that the marginal cost-effectiveness ratio is

$27,000 per QALY gained.  For white men aged 85 years or more, the worst-case cost-

effectiveness ratio is nearly $80,000 per QALY gained.

The cost-effectiveness of THA is similar to or better than those of two widely

accepted and costly technologies that extend life: coronary artery bypass surgery ($8,100

per quality-adjusted year of life to treat symptomatic 2 vessel disease [Weinstein and

Stason 1982]) and renal dialysis ($59,400 to $68,300 per year of life, unadjusted for

quality [Garner and Dardis 1987])(Table 5).  Thus, in any policy decision in which cost-

effectiveness is the criterion, THA should be considered as effective or more effective than

these procedures as a means of adding to one's quality adjusted life expectancy.  It is

noteworthy that THA surgery adds to quality-adjusted life expectancy by improving

quality rather than by extending life.
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Conclusion

The stochastic tree is a convenient graphical summary of decision problems that

have consequences incurred over time, as is the case with most medical treatment

decisions.  Like the decision tree, it admits a recursive solution algorithm which is

suggested by the tree structure.  The construction of stochastic trees in factored form

considerably simplifies the tasks of model formulation and presentation.  The use of

Coxian background mortality factors allows for the accurate and convenient

representation of human mortality.  Risk-sensitive preferences can also be treated in a way

that retains the convenient rollback algorithm of the risk-neutral case.  Continuous-risk

utility assessment arises naturally in the stochastic tree context and allows assessment

protocols that are both more realistic and more familiar to subjects than standard gamble

techniques.

Stochastic tree modeling has been used for both utility and cost-effectiveness

analyses of complex medical treatment decision problems such as the decision to undergo

total hip replacement presented here.  Gottlob et al. [1995] used stochastic tree

methodologies to analyze the cost-effectiveness of total knee replacement surgery.

Gottlob and other researchers at the Hughston Sports Medicine Clinic in Atlanta and the

Illinois Bone and Joint Institute are also in the final stages of a cost-effectiveness analyses

of anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction surgery using similar methodology.  Projects

relying on continuous-risk utility assessment and stochastic-tree methodologies to aid

individual decision making are also ongoing.  These include protocols for the choice

between mastectomy and lumpectomy for patients diagnosed with ductile carcinoma in
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situ, and investigations of differences in risk attitudes and values of patients,

rheumatologists and orthopedic surgeons regarding total hip arthroplasty.
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aProcedure bAdditional Cost, $

THA—lifetime estimate (Chang, Pellissier and Hazen 1996)

60-year-old white woman

≥85-year-old white man

Cost saving

4575/QALY

Low-dose zidovudine therapy for asymptomatic HIV infection—
continuous effect (Schulman et al. 1991)

7800/LY

Coronary artery bypass, left main disease plus angina (Weinstein and
Stason 1982)

8100/QALY

THA—first 3 years following surgery (Laupacis et al. 1994) 8700/QALY

Hydrochlorothiazide for hypertension (Edelson et al. 1990) 24,900/LY

Screening mammography, women ≥ 50 y (Mushlin and Fintor 1992) 20,000—50,000/LY

Coronary artery bypass, two-vessel disease plus angina (Weinstein
and Stason 1982)

37,400/QALY

Renal dialysis, in-center benefit, men (Garner and Dardis 1987) 59,400—68,300/LY

Low-dose zidovudine therapy for asymptomatic HIV—one time effect
(Schulman et al. 1991)

83,600/LY

Cholestyramine for high cholesterol (Kinosian and Eisenberg 1988) 91,200/LY

Captopril for hypertension (Edelson et al. 1990) 98,100/LY

Autologous blood donations for elective THA (Etchason et al. 1995) 218,800/QALY

Screening mammography, women < 50 y (Eddy et al. 1988) 220,400/LY

aTHA indicates total hip arthroplasty; QALY, quality-adjusted life year; LY, life year; HIV, human immunodeficiency
virus

bData as reported in the medical literature adjusted to 1991 US dollars using the medical component of the consumer
price index (Economic Indicators 1994).

Table 5:  Cost-effectiveness ratio estimates of THA and other procedures reveal that

THA is one of the most cost-effective of medical procedures when increases in

quality of life are included.
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Appendix: Stochastic Tree Rollback

Consider a subtree H of a stochastic tree in which an initial state x is occupied until

one of several competing transitions with rates λi to subsequent subtrees Ki occurs (Figure

12).

H =

K1

K2

K3

x

λ1

λ3

λ2

Figure 12: The stochastic tree H is a subtree of a larger tree.  H begins at state x and

has stochastic arcs with rates λλi leading to further subtrees Ki.

Suppose the mean quality-adjusted duration beginning at the start of Ki is L(Ki).  Hazen

(1992) shows that mean quality-adjusted duration L(H) beginning at x is

∑
∑+

=
i i

i ii KLxv
HL

λ

λ )()(
)( . (1)

Mean quality-adjusted duration can be recursively evaluated in any stochastic tree by

averaging the subsequent L(H) values at chance nodes and using (1) at stochastic nodes.

If the tree contains directed cycles (repeated visits to a state) this formula will lead to

iterative calculations.  These equations are simple enough to be implemented on a

spreadsheet.

Hazen and Pellissier [1996] define a class of utility functions which are risk-

sensitive extensions of quality-adjusted duration.  They may be described as follows.

Define a history as a finite sequence h = x x xt t
n
tn

1 2
1 2K  of states x1, x2, ..., xn and durations t1,
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t2, ..., tn, where it is understood that state x1 is first occupied for duration t1, followed by

state x2 for duration t2, and so on.  Recursively define a utility function u(h) over histories

h = xt k with initial sojourn t in state x by

u h v x e ds e u ka x s
t

a x t( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )= +− −∫0
(2)

where it is understood u(k) = 0 when k is null (i.e., when h is simply xt).  The quantity v(x)

is a quality rate which assigns quality v(x)ds to each small interval ds spent in state x.  The

quantity a(x) may be thought of as a state-dependent discount rate.  When h is simply a

duration-t sojourn in x, (2) yields by integration
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−1 0
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so we see that a(x) may also be interpreted as the coefficient of constant risk aversion for

durations spent in state x.  If a(x) is positive, then the decision maker is risk averse for

uncertain lifetimes spent in state x, whereas if a(x) is negative, the decision maker is risk

seeking.  If a(x) is equal to zero, the decision maker is risk neutral.

The expected utility of a stochastic tree H which begins at state x and makes

transitions to one of the succeeding subtrees K1, ..., Kn (Figure 12) can be shown to satisfy

the following recursive equation:

[ ] [ ]
E u H

v x E u K

a x

i ii

ii
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∑
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λ
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(4)
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provided a x i
i

( ) + >∑λ 0  (and otherwise equal to +∞).  In the risk-neutral case, in which

a(x) = 0, expected utility is equivalent to mean quality-adjusted duration with quality rates

v(x).  Since expected utility is infinite when a(x) becomes too negative, only limited

degrees of risk-seeking preference may be modeled.  For practically occurring degrees of

risk seeking, we have not found this to be a difficulty.


